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The CPA application for Roosevelt park has prompted much discussion regarding how the field will be
resurfaced. Residents are considering the difference between real grass against artificial turf, and
words like cancer, chemicals, cost, heat, playtime, and safety are all coming up. Personal experience
doesn't always line up with scientific studies that evaluate overall risk and because of that, people
sometimes find it difficult to trust the available research. Also, everyone prioritizes their concerns
differently, so sometimes it can feel like comparing apples to oranges when it comes to boiling all of it
down to a final decision.
Fortunately, Massachusetts passed the Toxins Use Reduction Act (TURA) in 1989, and from that, the
Toxins Use Reduction Institute (TURI) was established. It's a multi-disciplinary research, education, and
policy center that has researched the available data. So, what does TURI recommend as policy? It is
the position of TURI that organically managed grass is a safer alternative to artificial turf for sports
surfaces. Yes, real grass may have pesticides applied, and it can be uneven, and it can be muddy, but
there are many other things to consider as well, at the end of the day, safer is safer, and a policy center
of the state has identified that option to be real grass.
Now there is still the issue of cost. The city cannot choose an option that it can't afford. The
government of Australia has done extensive research regarding cost projections of real grass and
artificial turf, and for nearly every kind of use, with 50 year projections for the cost of ownership, it
deemed it a myth that artificial grass was cheaper than real grass. However, Roosevelt park does stand
out for having issues with draining and flooding because of its location and the amount of sunlight it
receives, and there is an expectation for the field to serve as a workhorse for organized sports. It
makes sense that the cost of real grass at Roosevelt park might deviate from the norm, and these
leaves the city with a number of questions to ask itself and provide answers to concerned residents.
1) Why can't the city wait until the CPA accrues more money? The CPA was adopted hand-in-hand
with non-binding questions regarding the Malden Hospital site. From the very beginning, there has
been the mindset that good things may come to those who wait.
2) Can the city afford to lose 2.4 acres of current green space for artificial turf? Say what you want
about the quality of the field. Green space is hard to come by, and there is almost nowhere left in the
city to obtain more.
3) Will the city trade off safety as a policy in exchange for field time? There is a lot of information to
support the idea that real grass is a safer option, and worth the wait for the community if cost is the
final concern. In 2016, Dr. Christi Davis published a 12-pages just summarizing the research on
concerns regarding artificial turf (a). Today, TURI has its own 28-page report to support its position for
real grass (b). Additionally, artificial turf is a product, and like any other product, it is subject to
manufacturers defects and customer complaints. Even though the industry keeps re-inventing itself

with newer generations of turf, each generation is coming with its own problems and litigation as well
(c).
4) Will artificial turf live up to expectations? In a joint message by councilors Murphy and
Winslow(d), Roosevelt Park was compared to Newell Stadium in Gloucester, which had recently had
installed artificial turf. What they did not communicate, however, was a follow-up. Just 5 years after
the installation, the $3.7 million dollar project already prompted the ask for additional $1.26 million in
repairs (e).
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